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Abstract
The widely publicized and studied implementation of lead free solders has led to increased scrutiny on the solder joint formation for surface mount technology electronic components. During the lead free transition packaging technology for power semiconductor components increasingly embraced molded leaded package (MLP) technology. Due to the application demands of power devices, namely temperature control and reliability, many end users have placed considerable emphasis on process void minimization. Experiments have shown that increasing the quantity of solder paste printed will often minimize process voiding, but incidences of solder balling and beading often increase. Due to their comparative complexity, multi-die MLPs have shown to be more sensitive to solder process design and control. This created the need for a thorough investigation of solder process parameters, and a method to collect and analyze the data from a set of experiments to optimize the process. No previous process found by the experimenters was found to meet the needs of the problem.

Demonstrated in this paper is a six sigma based methodology for developing a rigorous design of experiments for determining the best process for surface mounting a 6x6 DrMOS MLP component. Critical factors will be identified and treated statistically using DMAIC methods.

Introduction
The use of six sigma tools and processes has allowed companies to take many aspects of their businesses to the next level. As a toolset, six sigma methodologies were originally forged in the furnace of manufacturing. This makes the methodologies particularly applicable to surface mount process optimization.

Concurrently, there have been many advances in power semiconductor packaging and applications technology. The insatiable demand for both miniaturization and increased feature sets in consumer electronics has lead to a need for power semiconductor devices to increase power handling and improve power density in designs. With this trend, Intel created specifications for 6x6mm DrMOS products, power semiconductor devices that see the copackaging of a MOSFET gate driver IC, and the high and low side MOSFETs used for synchronous power rectification commonly employed in computing applications. This specification is specific that there are to be three Die Attach Pads (DAPs) and 40 external pins for I/O. Devices based on this specification (though not always complying) often have maximum current ratings in excess of 30 amperes, and switch at frequencies up to and exceeding 1 megahertz. This places a demand on the system for excellent thermal and electrical performance, necessitating high performance execution from circuit to board to reflow process design.

Many engineers and technicians have applied six sigma tools to electronics manufacturing. A search of the literature however did not show many results for applying this methodology to a multi-DAP MLP package which provide their own unique challenges. This paper will demonstrate how to quickly optimize the reflow process for a multi-DAP package, but the methodology will be applicable to any package type.

Power semiconductor suppliers often are requested to support customers at many steps of the design process. As a new design ramps up through qualification builds, the customer may ask the component supplier to help with the optimization of the surface mount process. This can be a very time sensitive request, and is often at a critical juncture in the new product phase for the customer, initial ramp to release. As delays at this point can become widely publicized and commensurately costly, often the customer needs resolution to what can be a difficult problem with interaction effects of both their manufacturing site and the component, very quickly. Correct application of six sigma tools and methodologies can allow for the handling of large designs of experiments and statistical analysis, with production improvements able to follow rapidly. The organization the tools provide to the data allows for faster design of experiment (DOE) turn-around times, and improved customer acceptance of changes to their process.

The Challenge
Every project starts with the formation of a team to solve a specific problem. The problem initiating study here was a 6x6 DrMOS ready to go to market experiencing low, but persistent, levels of solder beading created during reflow as a customer was completing qualification builds for an important new product for their company.
Solder beading, the formation of solder beads not part of the desired solder joint, create a shorting risk and can be a particularly dangerous problem with power electronics. Due to the high level of power, a short can cause catastrophic damage to surrounding components and even the printed circuit board (PCB).

![Figure 1: 6x6mm DrMOS](image)

Solder beading is most often attributed to printing excess solder on the PCB. The natural response is to reduce the quantity of paste printed. Reducing the quantity of paste printed can result in an increase in voiding, especially on large solderable areas created for improved thermal performance such as the three seen in the 6x6 DrMOS package design. As previously mentioned, this product may see the repeated application of 30A with switching in the megahertz range creating high heat loads on the solder joints, and temperature cycling of the component.

![Figure 2: X-Ray Image with Solder Bead](image)

**Solder Joint Formation and Strength**

For the typical surface mount technology (SMT) component, the solder joint has the duplicitous role of providing the mechanical joint as well as the electrical connection to the system. The mechanical joint also is multi-functional, with the solder joint providing the key heat path out of this type of component, as well as the bond strength to hold the component to the printed circuit board (PCB) through the temperature cycles seen in operation. Compared to small outline (SO) packages, molded leaded packages provide a larger die to footprint ratio, allowing them to have higher current densities. The gull wing leads used in SO package designs create a larger package footprint, but it was not designed in to electronics packaging by providence. The gull wing lead uses a formed geometry that allows for board induced stresses to dissipate before reaching the package. The stress created in these applications is due to the differing coefficient of thermal expansion for all of the materials in the system. The FR-4 PCB, the copper design and thickness on the PCB, the mold compound of the package, the silicon die internal to the package, all expand at different rates with heat.
This creates a stress that bows the board and through thermal cycles due to power and load cycling experienced in the application, fatigue wears out the solder joint to the PCB. The MLP package does away with this gull wing lead in search of higher performance, and higher die to footprint ratios, placing the burden of controlling board stresses on the system designer and SMT process engineer.

Much has been written about the impact of voiding on Ball and Column Grid Array packages, but less on MLPs. While there are conflicting current industry specifications for voiding on BGAs (25 and 30% distributed throughout the joint), there is no attendant specification for MLPs. There is also debate in industry about the effects of voids on solder joints. There are claims that voiding in solder joints actually provides a type of strain relief and stops the propagation of cracks in solder joints. Still others contend the crack will continue on after passing the crack front passes the void location. Stress will concentrate at corners of leads, and an unsoldered lead corner can lead to premature solder joint failure through early crack initiation and propagation. Voiding can lead to a decrease in thermal performance. There are papers suggesting that voiding up to 50% has a limited impact on thermal performance for these types of packages. These discussions are beyond the scope of this paper, but the SMT process engineer should do their due diligence to understand the interplay of these causes and effects.

With so many critical functions impacted by the solder joints it is no wonder SMT engineers are spending more time analyzing and verifying soldering parameters in qualification builds, especially for devices like MLP where process control is critical for avoidance of solder errors due to a lack of ability to visually check solder joints on the internal DAPs.

**DMAIC Methodology and SMT**

Six sigma for process improvement often uses the Define Measure Analyze Improve Control (DMAIC) acronym. This is an apt description of the methodical process of continuous improvement advocated by practitioners of six sigma in the manufacturing environment. What follows is the description of how it was applied to SMT processing allowing a speedy optimization of a complex reflow process, with focus on balancing the output responses of solder voiding and solder beading.

**Define**

The first step is to define the problem. In the scenario described for this paper, the problem was solder beading at the three inner die attach pads. The timeframe given to solve the problem, and the customer’s corporate design constraints related to PCB design meant that changes to the solder stencil were easily practicable, changes to the oven profile difficult to make as there were larger and smaller components on the board assembly driving the oven profile, and finally, board redesign would have meant a loss of the design win as the delay caused by a PCB redesign could have triggered the designing out of the DrMOS module.

With the problem defined, the experiments could be designed based on the experimenters’ knowledge of the system gleaned from voice of the customer interviews and experience in the process. From previous experience it was known that the most likely cause of the solder beading was excess solder. It was also known that reducing the amount of printed solder could cause voiding. It was unknown if the geometry for a given quantity of paste may have an effect, and whether the solder printed on the edge pins could also have an effect on solder beading at the inside DAPs.

The first DOE was a six run experiment including an experimental run mimicking the customer’s current process of record, and a fractional factorial experiment designed to quickly get data and report back to the customer whether or not the problem could be replicated, and changing the stencil design could affect the outcome. Using the data from this first experiment which did replicate the problem and showed differing results with changing quantities of paste printing, three subsequent full factorial DOEs, a thirty run and thirty-six run, along with a final twelve run experiment were employed to get fine resolution on a solution. All DOEs were designed using the statistical package and fully randomized.

**Measure**

The most frequently used systems of solder joint measurement in SMT processing are visual and x-ray. In this experiment the critical output responses for the experiments would be the solder voiding and beading. Because visual examination of the three DAPs, which had the greatest concern in this study, is impossible, x-ray testing was necessary for measurement. Unfortunately the capability of gathering the voiding percentage at the pad/pin interface for each sample was not available. Attempts to estimate voiding percentage with “golden samples” proved unworkable after a basic gauge study of redoing the same samples three times proved unreliable. Therefore solder voiding at each of the three DAPs were rated on a scale of “1” to “3”, “3” being the worst, “1” the best. “3” was an unacceptable level of voiding, incomplete wetting of the corners of the DAP, or distributed voiding of over 30%. “2” was an acceptable solder joint with voiding estimated between 15 and 30%. A “1” would have voiding below 15% and was considered ideal. Solder beading was also measured by counting the number of beads created in reflow on the x-ray pictures. Solder voiding and shorting of the edge pins was noted and counted.
Analyze
The analysis of the data is where the emphasis of six sigma statistical methodology allows the experimenter to be more efficient. Used for this specific data was JMP\textsuperscript{3}, but there are many other statistical packages the experimenter can use. T-testing of the null was used to identify important factors, and the prediction profiler used to predict optimal combinations based on optimizing the output responses. These optimal combinations were then used to identify combinations of factors to try in successive DOEs. Individual factors and interaction effects were examined statistically.

Improve
Using the results of successive DOEs learning were incorporated in the next DOE permitting a more optimized process definition with decreasing levels of granularity as the experiments progressed. The experimenters had frequent contact with the customer communicating results as they became available. Through the successive experiments, it was hoped an improvement in the process would make the process ready for release to manufacturing.

Control
It was beyond the scope of this study to identify control methods for the customer’s manufacturing process. However, identified in the experiments was the importance of paste printing quantities and locations. Controls should be enacted to ensure these important parameters have monitoring, and ideally are error proofed to ensure process control. It has been estimated that 60% of all SMT assembly errors are created during solder stencil printing. An optimized process and control system especially true for MLP type packaging where the most effective type of measurement of errors is time intensive and costly high resolution x-ray. Ideally the process could be made so well controlled real time x-ray of every MLP placement would not be necessary in volume production.

DOE #1
In the case studied here, the problem was unacceptable levels of beading at the inner DAPs for a 6x6 DrMOS module at a customer. Because it was late in the product development cycle, the business constraints favored easily changed parameters as the “dials to twist”. The fastest and cheapest parameter to change in the process is solder stencil design. Fortunately, solder stencil design can have dramatic effects on surface mount processing.

![Figure 3: Solder Stencil Apertures](image)

Before the first experiment was designed, there was a meeting of stakeholders between the customer and the supplier team. A set of questions was prepared before this meeting to ensure the team had all inputs needed for clear voice of the customer collection. It was verified the solder paste stencil could be changed within the business timing constraints. The particulars of the customer’s PCB design solder paste stencil and solder paste product used in the process were all determined for use in the first experiment which would be conducted at Fairchild’s Surface Mount Technology Applications lab. A six run partial factorial design with the customer’s process and five different combinations of solder stencil openings, and one extra run with via in pad, was agreed on to determine if the problem could be replicated to allow the team to work on improving results. For this, and all successive DOEs, a PCB was designed with localized copper trace design, thickness and pad finish to mimic the circuit board used in the customer’s application. This first DOE intentionally used coarse changes to investigate whether or not the factors would change the output responses. The solder paste quantity printed on the high side and IC DAPs were reduced by 23 and 40%.
Trials with a reduction in the paste printed on the low side by 30% were tried, along with 1:1 and 70% coverage on the outer forty I/O pins. This experiment would verify if the team was adjusting the right factors and give confidence for communication with the customer for a path to expeditiously resolve this challenge.

Analysis of the x-ray data showed the ability to replicate the customer’s problem of solder beading in similar locations with the test coupons, and had also been able to alter the output responses with the experimental runs. The printed paste volume was reduced to the point beading was totally eliminated in some combinations, yet voiding rose to unacceptable levels. Refinement of the process was called for.

**DOE #2**

With boundaries set for the paste quantities set, this DOE was designed as a full factorial study using five factors, each with two levels. This study would yield thirty-two runs, however the PCB design only had thirty locations. Two combinations were chosen for elimination from the array to allow the use of the PCBs already in stock. The statistical package was used to randomize the experimental locations for DOE’s 2, 3 and 4. The factors altered in this DOE were 40% and 23% reduced paste printing on the high side and IC DAPs, and reduced paste printing on the low side by 11 and 30%. The paste was previously printed in one rectangular block, it was decided to study if splitting the paste into multiple blocks for each DAP location, and high and low sides would yield better performance with lower voiding and beading. Trials were made with and without split solder paste. Finally it was decided to study if reduced printing of paste on the outer I/O pins would lead to lower beading. Being a full factorial study, interaction effects could also be studied. Interaction effects are when two factors separately may not have an effect, but together may. Nine panels were built yielding nine data points for each combination.

![Figure 4: Printed solder paste, same area coverage solid blocks and split blocks.](image)

Statistical analysis of DOE #2 was completed by entering the x-ray results into the statistical package. The data was sorted by board location and panel number for all DOEs. This allowed the analyst to determine if there were any maverick panels which could skew the data. The data was modeled and t-tests were used to look for the statistically significant factor for each location on the PCB. There were no interaction effects, simplifying the optimization of the process for the future. It was found printing 1:1 pad size to solder aperture size yielded shorting, for all future experiments the I/O pins would have reduced prints of approximately 70% coverage. An example of the statistical analysis applied is shown below, testing against the null for factors related to voiding at the low side location. In a pattern that would repeat itself, DOE#2 resulted in the learnings that high side and driver integrated circuit (HS/IC) coverage was a statistically significant factor in both HS/IC voiding and solder beading. Low side (LS) solder coverage was statistically significant for LS voiding, and it was found splitting the solder paste print on the low side improved voiding performance.

**DOE#3**

The data from DOE #2 showed promising direction with the split solder printing, but did not find a combination deemed optimal by the team. A meeting with the customer and related stakeholders allowed for communication of the data from DOE#2. The customer found the statistical data particularly compelling, and expressed a preference for the solid block high side solder print, eliminating this factor from further study. DOE#3 would attempt to further fine tune the process using a new PCB design allowing thirty six locations. The factors studied in this full factorial DOE were a two level study of the split low side DAP solder print design, into four and six squares. Two three level factors were specified for DOE#3. For the
low side DAP 30, 19 and 11% less solder volume than originally printed was used. For the high side and IC DAPs, 30, 23 and 16% less paste than the customer’s process of record was printed. A proprietary geometry was tried on the IO pins, with two levels used in this DOE, with the geometry rotating 180 degrees. This yielded thirty six combinations; eight panels with a trial for each combination, were built.

A similar data analysis to DOE#2 was used. Again no interaction effects were identified. It was learned that printing four or six squares of solder paste on the low side did not make a statistically significant difference on voiding performance. Because having only four holes in the stencil would allow for a more durable stencil in production, this was chosen as the optimized recommendation. It was found that rotating the solder paste geometry on the outer I/O pins had no statistically meaningful differences, so the original, non-rotated orientation was chosen. It was noted that the bottom end of the solder paste volume did not seem to be defined. It was decided to do one more DOE to study this further.

![Figure 5: Statistical chart showing T-testing the results of DOE#3 for Low Side DAP voiding, including interaction effects.](image)

**DOE#4**

After presenting the data from DOE#3 to the stakeholders, it was decided one more DOE was warranted. This DOE would reduce paste until voiding was too high. The customer again expressed a preference for not splitting the solder paste print on the low side DAP, so this factor was added to the study. It was decided to define three levels of solder coverage combinations. Two of the paste combinations yielded equal area coverage ratio on the high side, IC and low side DAPs. A third paste combination was tried with very low solder coverage as suggested by a customer experiment. A two level factor split or no split low side solder print, and finally a two level factor for reflow profiles, “hot”, at the high end of the recommended process window, and “cold”, at the low end of the process window. Because the reflow profile cannot be changed across panels, this factor was not included on the same panel it had to be done across panels.

Analysis showed that splitting the solder paste on the low side was again preferred. Additionally, it was learned that the system was tolerant of swings in the reflow profile within the recommended range of the solder paste with no statistically meaningful difference found between the “hot” and “cold” profiles. Two of the solder paste combinations were tried to see if printing a similar volume in relation to pad area would improve performance by equalizing the thickness of the solder between the three DAPs. The third combination was an attempt to print so little paste voiding was unacceptably high.

**Conclusions**

Six sigma methods and tools allowed the teams to quickly resolve a complicated problem with eighty four discrete combinations of surface mount process factors. Splitting solder paste prints, varying areas, varying outside pin coverage, and changing the reflow profile were all tried and the effects analyzed. The differences studied were sometimes subtle, which without proper experimental methodology would have been difficult to distinguish as meaningful improvements. The tools gave team members a superior way to set up and organize DOEs, with clear DOE set ups easily communicated between engineers and technicians. At the customer site, the statistical evidence was powerful data to persuade both the customer team members, and their management to make changes. These efforts were not in vain. This product now ships in very high volume across multiple manufacturing sites with no reported failures attributed to the surface mount process.
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